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Fall fishing can be the best angling of the year and
the most challenging.  Fall weather doesn’t just mean
“back to school” for you.  It also means back to school for fish!
Why?  Chilly fall air cools the water temperature.  When the
surface water becomes cooler than water near the lake’s
bottom, something called “turnover” occurs.  Turnover causes
some fish to gather together, or school.

Fish begin to school in the fall to prepare for winter.  If you
hook one fish, chances are that its schoolmates are nearby.
Fishing for schools can increase your number of catches.

But how do you find them?  Using “search baits” can help
you locate a school of

fish.  For some fun
games and to learn
more about turn-

over, search baits,
and locating fish
by the season,

read this newsletter.
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What is a “search bait”?  It is a bait used to
search for fish.  The best search baits can be cast and
reeled in very quickly.  Fishing with search baits is often
more fun because it is fast.  The idea is to cover as much
of the lake as possible by making a lot of casts.  Many
professional anglers use this technique to locate fish on
practice days before a big tournament.  These fast-moving
baits include inline spinners, crankbaits, spinner-
baits and buzzbaits.

When casting a search bait, use the “fan
technique” to cover a lot of water. Remember
that some fish begin to school in the fall, making
terrific conditions for fishing with search baits.
Find a school and you just may have found your
limit for the day.

Fan Technique Cast to cover a lot
of water.

Inline
Spinner

Spinnerbait

Crankbait
Buzzbait
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Cast your line with a pen to catch the fish. Note:  You can’t go through the seasons.
Stay inside the lines.

Find your way through the seasons.

Start Here
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Catching fish is more than just casting.  It is a game of hide and seek.  The fish are
hiding, and their secret places change with the seasons.  One of the first things all
anglers must learn is the “when’s and where’s” of fishing.  “When” you are fishing can
often tell you “where” fish are located and how to find them.

Seasons of a Pond

Winter:  Fish stay in dropoffs near shallow areas.

Spring:  When the winter ice melts, fish
move into shallow areas on the north side
of a pond.  These areas are the first that
the spring sun warms.

SouthNorth
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Fall:   As the shallow areas
of a pond cool, the fish
move out through the
water.  This movement
makes it necessary to
search for them.  Using
search baits and the fan
technique will help you
find fish.
Fan Technique:

Warmer
Cooler

SouthNorth

Summer:  Fish like the shallow areas on the edge of
deeper water.

Fancast around
point of land.
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PA Fish and Boat Commission Inline spinner Play
Temperature Tournament Spinnerbait
Search bait Schooling Crankbait
Turnover Buzzbait Fancast
Drop off Summer Shallow
Winter Angler Catch
Limit Fall Spring
Sinker Edge Hook
Pond Reel Lake
Line Fly

Sorry!  You can’t use your “search bait” to find the answers to this puzzle.  You’ll have to
use your “search brain!”  You can find the words across, down and diagonally.

Fall Fishing Word Search
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Enter any sporting goods
store and it seems that the
choices of fishing tackle
go on for miles.  How do
you choose the best

search bait for your
fall fishing?  First,

narrow your choices to
the following:

•   Inline spinners are a
good choice for anglers

who are just learning to use artificial
lures.  They can be fished at many depths.  Choose a
1/16-ounce inline spinner to start your collection.

•   If you are fishing shallow water, choose a
2-inch crankbait in natural colors such as silver,
minnow or shad.

•   Buzzbaits in the 1/4-ounce size are best used for
fishing on the surface in early morning hours.  They are also
great when fishing just after dark.

•   Spinnerbaits are a great all-around lure.  They can be
used at any depth.  Start with a 1/4-ounce spinnerbait.

Spinnerbaits, inline spinners and buzzbaits are best in
white, silver, gold and chartreuse.

Have fun fall fishing!

Inline Spinner

Buzzbait

Spinnerbait

???

Crankbait

This PLAY Newsletter’s author is Dennis
Tubbs, the Commission’s Aquatic Resources
Program Specialist for the Southwest Region.




